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REVIVAL OF NON-ABELIAN MONOPOLESAND CONFINEMENT IN QCDKenihi KonishiDipartimento di Fisia, �E.Fermi", Università di PisaVia Buonarroti, 2, Ed. C, 56127 Pisa, Italy(Reeived April 25, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayCentral role played by ertain non-Abelian monopoles (of Goddard�Nuyts�Olive�Weinberg type) in the infrared dynamis in many on�ningvaua of softly broken N = 2 supersymmetri gauge theories, has reentlybeen lari�ed. We disuss here the main lessons to be learned from thesestudies for the on�nement mehanism in QCD.PACS numbers: 12.38.Aw 1. IntrodutionNon-Abelian monopoles in spontaneously broken gauge theories haveremained a rather obsure objet for some time now. Apart from the oftendisussed appliations in onformally invariant N = 4 theories few �eldtheory models were known where suh objets play an important role. Alass of N = 1 theories exhibit well-known Seiberg's duality; the origin ofthe �dual quarks� however remains somewhat mysterious.Reent series of work on softly broken N = 2 gauge theories based ongauge groups SU(n), USp(2n) and SO(n) and with various numbers of�avors, has hanged the situation onsiderably [1℄. It turns out that ertain�dual quarks� appearing as the low-energy e�etive degrees of freedom andarrying various non-Abelian harges, have the right properties of the �semi-lassial� non-Abelian monopoles studied earlier, most notably by Goddard,Nuyts, Olive and by Weinberg [2℄.For example, in softly broken N = 2 SU(n) theories with nf �avors,on�ning vaua are labeled by an integer r, r = 0; 1; : : : ; [nf2 ℄, whih havelow-energy e�etive SU(r) � U(1)n�r gauge theory desription. The in-frared degrees of freedom ontain �dual quarks� arrying harges in the fun-damental representation of the e�etive SU(r) gauge group, as well as in the(3129)



3130 K. Konishifundamental representation of the �avor SU(nf ) group. They arry also aommon Abelian harge with respet to one of the U(1) fators.These are preisely the properties expeted for the Goddard�Nuyts�Olive�Weinberg monopoles, beoming light due to quantum e�ets, as hasbeen shown reently [3℄. One ruial lesson is that quantum behavior of non-Abelian monopoles depends on the massless �avors in the original theory, inan essential manner.2. Con�nement as non-Abelian dual superondutorThe importane of the above observation lies in the fat that in most ofthe N = 1 vaua, on�nement is aused by the ondensation of these non-Abelian monopoles. Exeptionally (r = 0 or r = 1 vaua of SU(n) theory)the low-energy theory is an Abelian magneti gauge theory and on�nementis desribed as a dual Meissner e�et, as proposed by 't Hooft for QCD [4℄.However, on�nement in generi r-vaua is a dual superondutivity of non-Abelian variety.The fat that suh r-vaua appear only for r < nf2 an be understood asan e�et of renormalization: only for these values of r, the low-energy SU(r)gauge group is infrared free, with the monopoles arrying �avor harges ofthe fundamental quarks. The beta funtion of the dual, magneti theoryhas an opposite sign with respet to that of the eletri SU(n) theory,b(dual)0 / �2 r + nf > 0; b0 / �2n + nf < 0 ; (1)and this re�ets a partiular property of N = 2 gauge theory with a smalloe�ient (2) in front of the olor multipliity in b0.3. Deformed onformal vaua and on�nementFor this reason, it is not surprising that the most typial set of vauain on�nement phase in the lass of models studied in [1℄ turn out to bebased, rather, on a nontrivial superonformal theory1. Examples are ther = nf2 vaua of SU(n) theory and all of on�ning vaua of USp(2n) andSO(n) theories with vanishing bare quark masses. N = 1 perturbation �nonzero adjoint matter mass whih triggers dual Higgs mehanism � givesa deformation of suh infrared �xed-point theories. Low-energy e�etivetheory ontains relatively non-loal set of gauge and matter �elds arryingnon-Abelian harges, and no simple loal �eld theory desription is available.This makes the analysis of these vaua a di�ult task. A �rst step to studythese ases more losely was undertaken in [5℄, by onsidering a onrete1 In ontrast, the generi r-vaua are trivial � infrared free � superonformal theories.



Revival of Non-Abelian Monopoles and Con�nement in QCD 3131example of r = 2 vaua of softly broken SU(3) gauge theory with four quark�avors. This study indiates that the on�nement is a dual (non-Abelian)superondutor, but that the ondensation of the monopoles is a stronginteration phenomenon, rather than a (dual) perturbative mehanism as inthe r < nf2 vaua. 4. QCDWhat an one learn from these studies in supersymmetri theories aboutthe on�nement mehanism in the real-world QCD? Here we know(i) that no dynamial Abelianization ours;(ii) that, on the other hand, in QCD with nf �avor, the original and dualbeta funtions have the �rst oe�ients (n = 3, ~n = 2; 3)b0 = �11n + 2nf vs ~b0 = �11 ~n + nf : (2)they have the same sign beause of the large oe�ient in front of theolor multipliity (f. Eq.(1)).Barring that higher loops hange the situation, this leaves us with theoption of strongly-interating non-Abelian monopoles, somewhat like in theases disussed in Setion 3. Is it possible that non-Abelian monopoles(perhaps ertain omposite there-of) arrying nontrivial �avor SUL(nf ) �SUR(nf ) quantum numbers ondense yielding the global symmetry breakingsuh as GF = SUL(nf ) � SUR(nf ) ) SUV(3); observed in Nature? Howare 't Hooft's Abelian monopoles related to these non-Abelian monopoles?These are the questions to be studied further.A more detailed aount of these disussions appeared in [6℄.REFERENCES[1℄ G. Carlino, K. Konishi, H. Murayama, Nul. Phys. B590, 37 (2000),hep-th/0005076; G. Carlino, K. Konishi, P.S. Kumar, H. Murayama, hep-th/0104064, Nul. Phys. B608, 51 (2001).[2℄ P. Goddard, J. Nuyts, D. Olive, Nul. Phys. B125, 1 (1977); E. Weinberg,Nul. Phys. B167, 500 (1980); Nul. Phys. B203, 445 (1982); Massive andMassless Monopoles and Duality, hep-th/9908095.[3℄ S. Bolognesi, K. Konishi, Nul. Phys. B645, 337 (2002), hep-th/0207161.[4℄ G. 't Hooft, Nul. Phys. B190, 455 (1981); S. Mandelstam, Phys. Lett. 53B,476 (1975).[5℄ R. Auzzi, R. Grena, K. Konishi, Nul. Phys. B653, 204 (2003),hep-th/0211282.[6℄ K. Konishi, Who Con�nes Quarks? � On Non-Abelian Monopoles and Dy-namis of Con�nement, hep-th/0304157.


